
 

Automatic Cartoning Machine For Toothpaste  
 

 
 
The Automatic Cartoning Machine For Toothpaste Mustard Ointment is a full-automatic hot-melt 
glue cartoning machine model of our company, which is mainly customized for the packaging of 
toothbrush, toothpaste, plaster, mustard and other products. The machine carries the batch 
number printing function, and three sealing forms of glue spraying, and box inserting and bottom 
buckle can be customized. In addition to manual discharging, it can also be connected with the 
front packaging equipment or customized automatic blanking equipment. 
 
Features: 

 
Automatic Cartoning Machine For Toothpaste Mustard Ointment integrates box opening, loading, 
folding, glue spraying and box sealing. It is suitable for multi variety and multi specification carton 
packaging machines, and is equipped with domestic advanced full-automatic high-speed double 
spray gun hot-melt glue machine. 
 
1. It is made of superior 304 stainless steel and aluminum profiles, which is corrosion-resistant, 
easy to clean and durable. We have more than 20 years of production experience, mature 
technology and beautiful appearance; 
2. It complies with relevant national food safety and health laws and regulations and GMP 
certification requirements; 
3. PLC + color touch screen control system, accurate control, automatic memory parameter setting 
function, parametric control production, simple operation and labor saving; 
4. Powerful self inspection program, imported detection electric eye, automatic alarm and 
shutdown function without material shortage, so as to save the production cost of the enterprise, 
avoid unqualified products and improve the production efficiency; 
5. Wide applicability, adjustable product scope of application, no need to replace accessories, wide 
compatibility, convenient and fast adjustment. The automatic cartoning machine for toothpaste 
mustard ointment can be connected to the production line to form a fully automatic production line. 
 



 
Technical data: 

 

product function Automatic box opening, box loading and box sealing 

applicable industry Toothpaste, mustard, ointment, etc 

production speed 40-60 boxes / min 

carton requirements 250-320 g / m2 

gas consumption 10 ~ 15L / M 

gas source pressure  0.6 ~ 0.8MPa 

Min box size 80mm х 40mm х 20mm 

Max box size 220mm х 170mm х 70mm 

 


